
CELINA SIDE 1
We are backstage of the STAR ON THE RISE CANADA REALITY SINGING CONTEST and the
results for Round 1 were just announced. CELINA is putting on a tight corset over a revealing
pop star leotard.

START HERE
GLORIA enters

CELINA
Mom, what are you doing back here?

GLORIA
Saving your butt! Last place Celina? I didn’t come here to watch you fail! I didn’t see it

at first, but the ladies love David ...You are about to perform your duet with that Choir boy, so I
need you to flirt with him so that the crowd will favor you over that Honey Cruller !

GLORIA is tightening CELINA’S corset

CELINA
Honey Garlic Chicken Wing does not have a chance..

GLORIA
Suck in!! You lost the first round.. Face Reality.

GLORIA pulls tighter

and speaking of face, use it, and charm that Davie boy into creating a power couple with
you to garner more votes

And tighter (CELINA reacts)

to knock Honey Dijon out of the competition and back to

And tighter (CELINA reacts)

Tondo Manila, where she belongs! Understood?

And tighter (CELINA reacts)

CELINA
(suffocated)..Crystal..ow

GLORIA
Now lazer focus on your prey.

DAVID enters
GLORIA
Showtime.

CELINA struts over to DAVID



CELINA
Davie! How are ya? You seem nervous.

DAVID
No I’m not.

CELINA
Really? You’re sweating like a leaking coconut.(caresses his forehead)

DAVID
(feeling uncomfortable) Uh..what do you..-

CELINA
Relax Davie boy. You’re tighter than my outfit and trust me, this is latex. (Beat)

That was a joke. smile! But not too much you’ll form wrinkles.

DAVID
Thanks for the advice.

CELINA
Totes! Oh, and while I have you in the palm of my freshly manicured hands, I have a

proposition. (CELINA struts closer to DAVID) You. Me. (body rolls) Luuuuuuurrrrrrrrrve.

DAVID
What?

CELINA
Showmance between you and me?

DAVID stands in shock.
CELINA

Ha! Not for realsies, geez. Vision plan with me: David plus Celina equals DAV-I-LINA!

DAVID
DA-

CELINA
Best couple in reality tv! Think about the growth of our socials. The followers, the

likes— we’ll go spiral viral! Oh, I can feel the love already. You in?

DAVID
Sorry Celina, I -

CELINA
Like you have a choice.



CELINA pulls out her phone and logs on to instagram live. Hundreds of hearts and notifs stop
popping up.

CELINA
What’s up my CELINA WINNAS! you will never believe what I'm about to tell you! CELINA
DAVINA MOLINA is officially off the market! Officially! You can call your former singular
CELINA..now DAVILINA!As DAVID CABALLERO has become my official boyfriend!
Officially! #DAVILINA!

BEA enters.
CELINA steals a kiss from DAVID.
DAVID squirms away.
CELINA shuts phone off

CELINA
What? (Beat) You don’t like pretty girls?

DAVID
I don’t like you.

END HERE
—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CELINA SIDE 2
CELINA and DAVID walk off stage after performing their Round 2 Duet where during the song ,
CELINA has a Janet Jackson wardrobe malfunction on stage but doesn't notice as DAVID hugs
her close into him to cover her

START HERE

C ELINA
alright lover boy, as my new man candy I need you to-

DAVID
I didn’t agree to anything.

CELINA
Then what was that all about?

DAVID
I was trying to cover you up from being exposed to thousands of people!

CELINA
ohhh you’re really testing me davie boy, remember thiiiiis (scans her body from head to toe) i s a
one time offer that will expire in the next five seconds (beat)…… you will be making the
biggest mistake of your life if you do not take-



DAVID
I’m sorry but I don’t want to be a part of your games CELINA.

DAVID exits
CELINA

(demonically) Fine! (catches herself) breathe Celina, cue the tears, ok! (she pulls out
her phone)

CELINA
Hello my Celina Winnas! Well today, I am not feeling like a winner, but more of a
loser..because David dumped me! Can you believe it? Everything was going so well and
then CRASH! Blindsided. My mother was right! Don’t ever let a man get in the way of
your dreams! And trust you me, I am more determined than I have ever been to win that
crown for you all! Stay strong from me k? Lates!

END HERE


